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Single photon ionization dynamics of glycine is studied by classical trajectory simulations using the
semiempirical PM3 potential surface in “on the fly” calculations. The glycine conformer is assumed to be in
the vibrational ground state prior to ionization. Initial conditions for the trajectories are weighted according
to the Wigner distribution function computed for that state. Vertical ionization in the spirit of the classical
Franck-Condon principle is assumed. The main findings are as follows: (1) The photoionization triggers a
fast internal rotation about the C-C bond, with the NH2 group rotating in one direction, and the COOH
group rotating in the opposite direction. For the trajectories where the fast rotation occurs, it persists till the
end of the simulation (10 ps). The yield for this process is about 6%, suggesting it may be experimentally
observable. (2) For many of the trajectories, the photoproduced glycine ion exhibits “hops” between two
conformer structures. The rates computed from the dynamics for these conformational transitions differ
considerably from RRK predictions. (3) Different behavior of vibrational energy flow is found for different
types of modes. There is no significant approach to statistical distribution of the energy throughout the first
10 picoseconds. (4) The preferred dissociation channel is the C-C bond cleavage. Indeed, fragmentation is
observed for a few trajectories, one of them shows H atom hopping from the amino group to the carbonyl
group prior to dissociation. Another trajectory shows only this hydrogen transfer and the transfer back. Possible
experimental implications of some of the findings are briefly discussed.

I. Introduction

The mechanism and dynamics of photoionization of biological
molecules are of considerable intrinsic interest and may have
potential applications, especially in mass spectrometry. Ioniza-
tion, carried out by several possible processes,1-4 is obviously
a central aspect of mass spectrometry. At the same time, mass
spectrometry has already developed into a major tool in the study
and characterization of biological molecules, from small to very
large.5-23 Little is currently known on the dynamical processes
that take place upon photoionization of biological molecules.
The present article aims at exploring this topic. We chose to
focus on single-photon ionization in this first study, since this
is probably the conceptually simplest ionization process. It
should be recognized, however, that two- and higher order
photon ionization are far more common in practice. Glycine is
adopted here as a prototypical example, being the smallest amino
acid. There is a wealth of relevant data on (neutral) glycine,
including the structure of its conformers and their spectros-
copy,24-33 and many characteristics of the potential energy
surface. On the contrary, relatively little is known on the glycine
ion produced in the photoionization. In particular less is known
about the ionic potential energy surface.34-37 Yu et al.35 found
two ionic conformers at the G2(MP2) level of ab initio electronic
structure theory. Both are similar in structure with neutral
conformers. The positive charge in both conformers is located
on the nitrogen. One ionic conformer has one hydrogen bonding

interaction between one hydrogen of the NH2 group and the
carbonyl oxygen. The hydrogens connected to the nitrogen are
in the same plane as the CsCdO backbone. The second
conformer has a bifurcated interaction linking the amino
hydrogens to the hydroxyl oxygen lone pairs. The energy
difference between these two isomers at the G2(MP2) level is
predicted to be 5.9 kJ/mol. According to the work of Rodrı´guez-
Santiago et al.36 (DFT and MP2 calculations) there is a third
ionic conformer which is similar in structure with another neutral
conformer. This conformer has an interaction linking the
hydroxyl hydrogen to the amino lone pair.

The channels that open up upon ionization of glycine include
the following: internal flow and redistribution of the vibrational
energy between the modes; conformational transition of the
nascent ion; transfer of hydrogen within the ion;36,37fragmenta-
tion of the ion.21,34,37The study presented here focuses mostly
on the first two types of processes: intramolecular vibrational
energy redistribution (IVR) and transitions between different
conformers. These are believed to be the fastest and most
efficient dynamical processes in such systems. However, also
chemical processes which involve bond breaking or shifting and
require much longer time scales depend ultimately on the
outcome of the IVR and conformational transition events. It is
important to know whether a statistical distribution of vibrational
energy is indeed obtained and on which time scale it is reached.
The question is, how long after the ionization a vibrational
distribution compatible with RRKM is obtained. The time scale
that will be explored here is short, only 10 picoseconds, but it
is useful to know if a significant move in the direction of
statistical distribution can already be noted. If not, characteriza-
tion of the patterns of vibrational energy flow is of considerable
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interest. The issue of conformational transitions is likewise
important: Which conformers are populated following ioniza-
tion, and on which time scale does this take place? This issue
is often discussed qualitatively in mass spectrometry, but it
seems that it was not studied quantitatively, by dynamics
simulations. Another interesting question is whethersome
fragmentation events can take place already on the short 10 ps
time scale studied here. Clearly, the yield for such processes
on this short time scale is expected to be very low, but it is
interesting to explore if the event is not too rare to be seen for
some of the trajectories in the set (and hopefully be measured
experimentally). It will indeed be seen that for the set of
trajectories used, some fragmentation events are found. In
summary, the present paper explores the dynamical evolution
of the system after ionization, using classical trajectory simula-
tions and a semiempirical potential surface, the choice of which
will be discussed later. The structure of the article is as follows.
Section II presents the methodology used. In section III, the
findings are described and analyzed. Section IV brings conclud-
ing remarks.

II. Methodology

A. Potential Energy Surface.Biological molecules are often
studied using empirical force fields such as AMBER,38 OPLS,39

MMFF94.40 The advantages of these force fields are that they
are simple to use, computationally fast and give adequate results
for neutral molecules. However, these force fields do not give
reliable description for ionic systems.

A more accurate approach is to use ab initio potentials, but
these are computationally expensive, especially for large
biological molecules. In dynamical simulations the potential
energy is evaluated thousands of times along the trajectories.
This step is the main computational effort in this case, and using
ab initio potentials would be very time-consuming. Such ab
initio simulations would be limited to only very short time-
scales.

Therefore, we use in this study PM3 semiempirical electronic
structure theory.41 PM3 is one of several modified semiempirical
NDDO approximation (neglect of diatomic differential overlap)
methods.42 Rather than performing a calculation of all of the
integrals required in the formation of the Fock matrix, three-
and four center integrals are neglected in PM3, and one-center,
two-electron integrals are parametrized. Thus, in principle, PM3
is closer to ab initio methods than force fields. Additionally,
PM3 has recently been applied to calculations of small
proteins.43-45 It is not known if PM3 possesses the capability
of correctly describing bond breaking for radical ions. Another
problem that may arise is the Hartree-Fock instability and
possible degeneracy for open shell systems. Recently, a method
has been developed in our group, which improves PM3 potential
energy surface.33 This method employs a coordinate scaling
procedure. The modified PM3 potential has been tested for
glycine, alanine and proline by calculating the anharmonic
frequencies using the VSCF and CC-VSCF46,47 method, and
comparing them to experimental data. The computed anhar-
monic frequencies are in very good agreement with spectro-
scopic experiments for these three amino acids. The simulations
presented here were carried out with standard PM3. At the same
time are also tested some properties of the potential surface (e.g.,
the barrier for internal rotation of the glycine ion) against ab
initio. This is discussed later.

All calculations have been performed using the electronic
structure package GAMESS.48 One of the lowest lying con-
formers was optimized using PM3 semiempirical electronic

structure theory on the neutral surface. This conformer is not
the global minimum, but this is an experimentally and theoreti-
cally well characterized conformer. The second derivative
(Hessian) matrix was calculated to ensure that the stationary
point is indeed a minimum (all eigenvalues are positive).
Harmonic normal-mode analysis was performed on this geom-
etry. Initial coordinates were chosen by the following proce-
dure: Each mode has been distorted from equilibrium. For each
mode, 16 different positions were chosen and the Wigner
distribution for these geometries was calculated. By this
procedure, 384 initial geometries were found.

For each geometry in the Franck-Condon regime, single-
photon ionization was modeled by vertical promotion into the
ionic potential energy surface. Afterward the trajectory was
propagated in time on the ionic PM3 potential energy surface
(using ROHF in the Hartree-Fock part of the code). Trajec-
tories, where the ROHF energy calculations failed to converge,
or for which energy conservation was not satisfied were rejected.
Energy was considered to be conserved when the difference
between the initial total energy and the total energy (in atomic
units) at the current time step was smaller than 5× 10-5. The
analysis was all carried out for the remaining 361 trajectories.
Note that the ionization model used does not correspond to a
monochromatic source, but to radiation having frequencies
across the range of the photoionization (absorption) spectrum.
This means that different trajectories had different energies in
the ionic state.

B. On-the-Fly Molecular Dynamics Simulation.The method
used for the simulation is “on the fly” molecular dynamics49-55

that is implemented into the electronic structure program
package GAMESS.48 Recently studies of dynamics on the fly
using QM/MM and semiempirical potentials have been pursued
by Hase56,57and co-workers. Obviously, some quantum effects
are expected to play a role, and these are neglected in the
classical approach. Zero-point energy is probably the most
important quantum effect neglected in this study. However, the
excess energy is fairly high on the ionic states (E > 0.8 eV),
and we assume the classical description should be reasonable.
In “on the fly” molecular dynamics, at each time step, the current
potential energy is evaluated and the forces are computed. The
atoms are moved according to these forces to a new position
(next time step), and there again, the forces are calculated from
the potential energy and the atoms are moved, and so on. A
very demanding SCF (ROHF) convergence criterion of 10-11

was employed to ensure in this case accurate force calculations
for the time scale of the study. The default value of 10-5

employed in the standard GAMESS code is too big for the
present case. Calculations with this value have shown that the
computed trajectory contains unphysical artifacts. The reason
is obvious: The more accurate the potential energy calculation,
the more accurate will be the force calculations at that point.
Fewer errors are then accumulated during the simulation and
the calculated trajectory deviates less from the true one. Each
trajectory was calculated for 10 ps with a time step of 0.1 fs (to
ensure energy conservation).

C. Representation of Initial Conditions. The glycine
molecule is assumed to be initially in its vibrational ground state.
This is an experimentally realizable (e.g., in low temperature
beam experiments), well-defined condition. For such an initial
state, the classical description is quite unrealistic (classically,
the system atT ) 0 K is initially at rest at the minimum
configuration, with no zero-point energy), so there will be only
one classical trajectory for these conditions. Classical description
becomes closer to reality if the simulations are done for initial
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temperatureT > 0, in fact for sufficiently highT. In summary,
the ground-state vibrational wave function is appropriate for
sampling the initial state. Furthermore, for this state, the
anharmonic corrections are modest, and a harmonic wave
function seems a reasonable wave function.

To sample trajectories according to the initial state we use
the Wigner distribution function:58

whereψ is the wave function of the state,r is the coordinate,
andp is the momentum.

Each normal mode is treated as a classical harmonic oscillator
in its ground vibrational state. Substitution of the harmonic
oscillator wave function into the Wigner distribution gives the
Wigner distribution for an n-dimensional harmonic oscillator:

qi is the normal mode, andpi is the corresponding momentum.
ki is the force constant of theith normal mode andRi is related
to the corresponding vibrational frequency (Ri ) pωi). For the
excitation process, we assume, in the spirit of the Franck-
Condon principle, vertical promotion to the ionic state. This
implies that the initial velocities are zero on the ionic surface,
the configurations being those sampled for the neutral species.

To test the validity of the statistical approximation for the
interconversion between conformers, the results of the trajectory
calculations will be compared with the classical RRK rates. For
a process at energyE, the RRK rate is given by59

where A is taken as

E is the total energy,E0 is the energy barrier, ands is the number
of degrees of freedom, in this case 24.υj is the frequency from
the initial minimum geometry andυi is the frequency from the
transition state. The transition state of the interconversion
between conformers was found by searching for an extremum
along the reaction path, and checking for a configuration having
a single negative Hessian frequency eigenvalue. If the initial
state corresponds to a distribution of energies of the molecules
rather than to be a monoenergetic ensemble, the overall RRK
rate is

whereP(E) dE is the fraction of initial states having energies
betweenE and E + dE. In the statistical approximation, the
specific initial conditions for an ensemble are assumed to be
“forgotten” on a very short time scale. Thus,P(E) in eq 5
represents the only effect of a nonmonoenergetic ensemble on
the RRK reaction rate. The validity of RRK does not, of course,
depend on having a monoenergetic ensemble, and can be tested
in principle for any ensemble.

Another way of calculating the rate constant is to use the
microcanonical transition state theory (i.e., RRKM theory),
wherein the rate constant for a monoenergetic initial state
ensemble is given by59

with NTS(E - E0) being the number of states in the transition
state andF(E) the reactant density of states. This includes static
quantum effects. We chose to use the RRK rate constant, since
it compares better with the results of classical dynamics
performed in this study.

III. Results and Discussion

III.a. Initial State. The initial state was taken to be one of
the lowest lying conformers of glycine. Figure 1 shows the PM3
geometry of this state. The most stable conformer differs from
this geometry by the configuration of the NH2 group. The most
stable conformer hasCs symmetry; the two amino hydrogens
interact with the carbonyl oxygen. For the conformer chosen
here, the bond lengths at the PM3 level deviate only by up to
0.01 Å and the angles by 1° compared to the ab initio MP2/
TZP level. One notable difference is the length of the hydrogen
bond between the NH and the CO group: PM3 predicts a bond
length of 2.76 Å, whereas MP2/DZP predicts a shorter length
of 2.69 Å. There are also some differences (up to 2°) in the
torsion angles. Only the N-C-C-O(H) angle differs signifi-
cantly. PM3 predicts 127°, whereas MP2/DZP predicts 138°. It
can be concluded, that this glycine conformer is well described
by PM3. The neutral geometry can be characterized by an almost
planar arrangement of the C-COOH group and by a pyramidal
arrangement of the C-NH2 part of the molecule. The nitrogen
is sticking out of the plane, whereas the hydrogens connected
to it point into the plane. The most similar ionic minimum differs
mainly in the arrangement of the NH2 group. The nitrogen in
the ionic conformer is lying in the plane of the C-COOH part
of the molecule. All of the hydrogens except the hydroxylic
one lie now perpendicular to the molecular plane described
above.

The initial mean charge immediately after the ionization is
located for all of the trajectories sampled mainly on the nitrogen
(70%). The lone pair of the nitrogen has the lowest ionization
potential in the molecule. This is also confirmed by experi-
ment.21 The ionization potential calculated by PM3 is 8.9 eV.
This agrees well with previous experiments and theoretical
work.21,35-37 Theoretical calculations predict an ionization
potential between 8.8 and 9.2 eV depending on the level of
theory used. The experimental works give an ionization potential
between 8.8 and 8.9 eV.

III.b. Onset of a Rotary Motor-Like Behavior. Thirty-seven
trajectories out of 361 show this fast internal rotation. The
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Figure 1. Global minimum of glycine calculated by PM3. Bond lengths
are in angstrom, and angles are in degrees.
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statistical weight of these events from the Wigner distribution
is 5.86%. One trajectory is chosen here in order to illustrate
the mechanism of the rotation. In this trajectory the NH2

antisymmetric stretch was initially distorted from equilibrium.
The mass-weighted normal mode coordinateq was set to 23.58
au. Basically this is equal to lengthening one NH bond from
1.00 to 1.21 Å and shortening the second NH bond from 1.00
to 0.78 Å. The system was ionized vertically at this geometry.
The potential energy of this geometry on the ionic surface is
about 2.68 eV higher than the potential energy of the ionic
equilibrium geometry described above. The initial geometry has
the NH2 group pointing out of plane. Modes which involve
mainly the NH2 group are initially strongly excited. These modes
are the NH2 symmetric stretch, NH2 antisymmetric stretch and
the HNH bend. The corresponding frequencies are 3505.39,
3437.05, and 1609.92 cm-1. These modes contain a large part
of the initial kinetic energy. During the first 2 ps this energy
flows out of these modes and into the rotational mode. The
motion in the first 2 ps is characterized by mainly the NH2

antisymmetric stretch together with the wagging motion of the
NH2 group with respect to the plane of the C-COOH group.
On the ionic surface, the nitrogen tends to be in the same plane
as the C-COOH group (local minimum, named here conformer
I). After 1.86 ps the first rotation starts. The CH2-NH2 group
is rotating in one direction and the COOH group in the opposite
direction. This is due to angular momentum conservation. The
rotation is about the C-C bond. This rotation persists until the
end of the simulation (10ps). Snapshots of the rotation are drawn
in Figure 2. There are a total number of 21 rotations in this
time scale. The rotation angle (torsion angle of N5-C3-C2-
O1) as a function of time is drawn in Figure 3. The graph is
based on discrete points and therefore does not always reach
0° and 180°. The average time for one rotation is 0.28 ps which
corresponds to a frequency of 119.13 cm-1. The potential energy
barrier for this rotational motion is drawn in Figure 4. The
torsion angle depicted here is the torsion angle between N5-
C3-C2-O1. Initially this torsion angle is equal to-53°. The
lowest energy geometry corresponds to the local ionic minimum.
The barrier for the rotation in the PM3 calculation is very small
(0.11 eV) compared to the excess energy of 2.68 eV available
in the system. The barrier calculated with MP2/DZP is higher
(0.28 eV), but the qualitative picture is the same. The system
still has enough energy to overcome the barrier. It can be
expected that the system will show rotation also with the ab
initio barrier. There might be less rotation due to the higher
barrier. As was pointed out above, in the trajectory discussed
here, the system does not start rotating immediately after the

ionization. The molecule needs to have enough energy in the
rotational mode in order to overcome the barrier. The rotational
mode is characterized by the wagging of the NH2-CH2 group
against the COOH group. The lowest frequency mode of the
ionic glycine (70.08 cm-1) has this characteristic. Also, a
normal-mode analysis of the transition states in Figure 4 reveals
that the imaginary frequency has the same vibrational motion.
So this mode can be clearly identified as being responsible for
the motion. The energy initially in this mode is indeed not
enough to overcome the barrier. It takes about 2 ps for the
energy to flow out of the NH2 modes and into this rotational
mode. After 2 ps the energy in this mode exceeds the barrier
and the molecule starts to rotate freely. Figure 5 shows the

Figure 2. Snapshot of one whole rotation. The COOH group is rotating in one direction, and the NH2-CH2 group is rotating into the opposite
direction. The axis of rotation is the C-C bond.

Figure 3. Torsion angle N5-C3-C2-O1 as a function of time for
the trajectory that shows the rotation.

Figure 4. Potential energy as a function of the torsion angle N5-
C3-C2-O1 calculated by PM3 and DZP/MP2
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energy in the NH2 antisymmetric stretch and the energy in the
rotational mode as a function of time. The kinetic energy is
very noisy; therefore, it is averaged over the period of the
slowest vibration, i.e., 0.5 ps in order to get an energy
envelope.60 Another interesting feature of this trajectory is that
during the rotation the C-C bond once almost breaks. The C-C
bond at 4.8 ps reaches a length of 1.93 Å. The length of the
C-C bond that corresponds to the transition state of dissociation
on the PM3 ionic potential surface is predicted to be 2.01 Å.
This trajectory also shows at several points the rotation of the
NH2 group about the N-C bond. The two hydrogens connected
to the nitrogen interchange during this rotation. The computed
yield for fast internal rotation upon photoionization is 5.86%.
This yield for producing the ultrafast rotation upon excitation
should suffice to make experimental detection of the effect
feasible. Finally, the fast internal rotation is expected to decay
ultimately, due to energy flow into other modes. However, the
rotation evidently persists at least for 10 ps, the duration of the
present simulation.

III.c. Conformational Transition and the Validity of RRK.
There are also trajectories where the system overcomes the
barrier for the rotation, but above the minima loses again the
excess energy and stays in one of the two flat minima of Figure
4. The barrier between these two minima is very low, so that
one cannot separate them as two different conformers. Therefore,
we refer to both as conformer II. Conformer II can be obtained
from conformer I by rotating the COOH group by 180° about
the C-C bond. In these cases, the trajectory shows hopping
between two conformers on the ionic surface. The hopping
between conformers is similar to that shown in a simulation of
torsional isomerization in a tetraatomic system by Schranz and
Collins.61 A total of 133 trajectories out of 361 show this
hopping. The statistical weight for this event is 30.27%. Some
trajectories show only hopping between one conformer and the
other. Some trajectories show a few hopping events back and
forth before the molecule settles for a while in the other
conformer structure. One example of hopping is shown in Figure
6. The mode that is displaced initially from equilibrium has a
frequency of 1246.41 cm-1 and involves motion of the CH2
and OH groups. The initial displacement is 10.63 au. Here the
first hopping occurs at 2 ps. The molecule stays in conformer
II for about 3 ps before it jumps back to the first conformer for
another 0.5 ps. Finally it jumps again to conformer II. Figure 7
shows the first hopping time (calculated from the RRK rate of
this process) as a function of the excess energy. The excess
energy is the difference between the potential energy at the ionic

surface after ionization and the ionic local minimum described
above. The RRK results are compared with the hopping rates
computed directly from the trajectories. Note that different
trajectories correspond in general to different excess energies,
depending on the initial geometry for which the trajectory was
sampled. Two RRK lifetimes are plotted. One usesA ) 70.08
cm-1. The vibrational motion related to this frequency has been
shown to be responsible for the hopping (and rotation). The
lower lying RRK graph uses the ratio between the frequencies
as in eq 4, which is here equal to 85.55 cm-1. The frequencies
used are tabulated in Table 1. It seems from Figure 7 that the
dynamics results differ qualitative from RRK. Note that we are
testing RRK here for a nonmonoenergetic ensemble. At any
“slice” of energyE, E - ∆E eE e E + ∆E where∆E is small,
the results can be compared with the monoenergetic RRK
expression. In the ensemble used, we have few trajectories for
each energyE, but on the other hand, there are results for many
E values so the test of RRK here is quite stringent. Some

Figure 5. Kinetic energy of the rotational mode and the NH2

antisymmetric stretch for the trajectory that shows the rotation.

Figure 6. Torsion angle N5-C3-C2-O1 as a function of time for
one of the trajectory that shows hopping between the conformers.

Figure 7. First hopping time as a function of the excess energy
available. The upper graph is received from molecular dynamics,
whereas the lower graph is calculated by RRK.

TABLE 1: Frequencies in cm-1 for the Ionic Ground State
and the Transition State

ionic
ground state

transition
state

ionic
ground state

transition
state

70.08 60.63i 1126.01 1113.25
199.21 168.55 1246.41 1263.93
274.18 279.17 1286.96 1273.4
432.49 382.78 1324.6 1334.55
511.63 474.09 1464.24 1434.86
525.45 519.4 1609.92 1613.97
549.69 680.32 1967.95 1991.88
798.46 779.92 2817.65 2814.2
868.98 862.92 2912.52 2905.03
905.82 897.76 3437.05 3472.19

1017.9 993.79 3505.39 3514.33
1045.46 1052.03

The Imaginary frequency is denoted by i.
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trajectories show faster hopping times, some slower hopping
times as predicted by RRK. RRK assumes statistical distribution
of the vibrational energy, which is not the case here, at the short
time scales investigated. This is due to different coupling
strengths between the modes. Modes that are strongly coupled
to the rotational degree of freedom show faster hopping times
than predicted by RRK and vice versa. Also the process takes
place in highly nonequilibrium conditions and the trajectories
do not follow the minimum energy path between the conformers.
Whether hopping occurs or not, does not seem to depend
significantly on the excess energy available which is central to
RRK. The minimum excess energy in these trajectories is 0.8
eV for some trajectories. Among them, some show hopping and
some do not. This seems to depend on how strongly coupled
the initially excited mode is with the rotational mode. It should
be noted that a quantitative, rigorous way to show if the system
is statistical or not is to work with an ensemble of trajectories
with constant energy and to draw the lifetime probability
distribution for this ensemble from the RRK model, i.e.

where k(E) is the RRK rate andt is the time. This lifetime
probability should then be compared to the lifetime probability
obtained from molecular dynamics.62 It seems, however, that
the rates from the trajectories fluctuate so extremely from the
RRK rates, that qualitatively the behavior is very non RRK-
like.

III.d. Energy Flow between Normal Modes. It is often
assumed that IVR takes place in the time scale of several
picoseconds. In terms of temperature, the normal modes should
equilibrate in this time scale to a common temperature. The
normal modes of the equilibrium structure of the ionic global
minimum most similar to the neutral lowest energy conformer
were calculated. These modes were used in order to analyze
the energy partition into normal modes during the simulation.
It should be noted that the normal mode approximation fails
for large displacements from equilibrium. The mean energy
partition into the normal modes was calculated using all 361
trajectories with their statistical weights obtained from the
Wigner distribution.

The kinetic energy of each mode in each trajectory is
calculated during the dynamics and averaged using the Wigner
distribution. From the average kinetic energy in each mode, the
temperature of each mode is obtained. The temperature of each
mode at timet is therefore defined by

where the sum is over all trajectories sampled,wi is the statistical
weight of trajectoryi, k is the Boltzmann factor, andEkin

i (t) is
the kinetic energy of trajectoryi at time t.

The fluctuations of the temperature have a high frequency,
and were smoothed with respect to time variation. The tem-
peratures so obtained are referred to as effective temperatures.
Figure 8 shows the effective temperature of four modes as a
function of time. These modes were selected out of the set of
24 modes in order to show how different frequencies and
different locations of the normal modes affect the energy flow
between the modes.

Two of them correspond to the NH2 group. These modes are
the NH2 bending (frequency: 1609.92 cm-1) and the NH2

rocking mode (frequency: 868.98 cm-1). Another mode de-
picted here is a skeletal movement mode (432.49 cm-1). The
last mode chosen is the OH stretch (3815 cm-1). The OH stretch
has the highest frequency in the molecule. No other modes
involve vibration of this group to this large extent. Because of
the high frequency and the location of this mode, it is isolated
from other modes and does not participate effectively in the
energy flow. The temperature of this mode remains almost
constant during the 10 ps of simulation. The other modes are
more excited than the OH stretch. The NH2 bending mode and
the NH2 rocking mode are in the same part of the molecule,
and also their frequencies have a ratio of almost 1:2. Therefore,
between these two modes, the equilibration is faster and takes
about a few picoseconds. The skeletal movement mainly
involves the heavy atoms. It almost reaches equilibration with
the NH2 modes in the time scale of 10 ps. The frequency of
this mode is almost half the frequency of the NH2 rocking mode
which also helps with the energy flow.

It can therefore be concluded that the time scale of equilibra-
tion between all of the modes in this system is definitely longer
than 10 ps. Although RRKM is a very well established
theory,59,62-66 there exist cases where some of the assumptions
break down.67-81 The system under study clearly does not show
fast IVR. The efficiency of the energy flow between two modes
depends on two parameters: the geometric proximity of the
modes and the ratio between their frequencies. The geometric
location of the modes has a stronger influence on the efficiency
of the energy flow. When modes have the same location within
the molecule, energy flow between them is fast. A low-order
resonance can also strongly couple the modes, but this depends
on the mismatch of frequencies. In the present example, the
strength of the coupling between modes is most strongly
dependent on geometry.

III.e. Fragmentation of Glycine. The lowest barrier for
fragmentation calculated by Simon et al.37 corresponds to the
cleavage of the C-C bond. The predicted values lie between
0.7 to 0.84 eV depending on the method used (DFT or CCSD-
(T)) and whether zero-point energy is included or not. Figure 9
shows the potential energy barrier for the glycine ion as
predicted by PM3. The barrier height is 0.93 eV which is close
to above calculated values. The barrier lies at the C-C distance
of 2.01 Å. Fragmentation is observed in two of the trajectories
calculated. The statistical weight for this event is about 0.15%.
Table 2 shows the expected fragmentation time calculated from
the RRK rate as a function of the excess energy. Table 3 shows
frequencies used for calculating the preexponential factor A in

Figure 8. Effective temperature of four normal modes of glycine as
a function of time.

P(t) ) k(E) e-k(E)t (7)

T(t) ) ∑
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i (t)
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the RRK rate (eq 4). One trajectory that shows fragmentation
will be discussed here in detail. In this trajectory, the NH2

symmetric stretch is distorted to 31.56 au. The excess energy
here is 5.5 eV. After 1.13 ps, the distance between the two
carbon atoms exceeds 2.01 Å. The distance between these atoms
grows further and yields two fragments. The dynamic stops at
1.22 ps due to convergence problems. At this time, the distance
between the two fragments is 4.49 Å. The RRK fragmentation
time predicted for excess energy of 5.5 eV is 0.36 ps. The
dynamic gives a value about four times higher. Since only a
few trajectories undergo fragmentation during the first 10 ps,
the statistics is insufficient for conclusions. However, the
tentative evidence suggests that RRKM underestimates the
fragmentation time for these events.

III.f. Hydrogen Transfer. One of the trajectories shows
proton transfer. The mode with the frequency of 213.97 cm-1

was here distorted to 111.03 au. In this trajectory one of the
hydrogens connected to the nitrogen jumps at 0.32 ps to the
oxygen of the carbonyl group, stays there until 1.32 ps, and
jumps back again. The excess energy is in this case 3.9 eV. In
another trajectory there is first a hydrogen transfer and then the
fragmentation occurs. The initial condition for this trajectory is
distortion of the normal mode of the NH2 antisymmetric stretch
to a value of 32.16 au.

IV. Concluding Remarks

The photoionization process of glycine is simulated using “on
the fly” molecular dynamics on the PM3 potential energy
surface. The photoionization triggers a fast rotation, where the
NH2 group rotates in one direction and the COOH group in the
opposite direction. This fast internal rotation begins about 2 ps
after ionization, and persists for at least 8 ps. The statistical
weight for this event is about 6%. The magnitude of the yield
for producing the fast rotor suggests that it should be feasible
to observe the effect. This will obviously require an approach
using ultrafast spectroscopy. This result also suggest that it may
be possible to develop this process as a model system for a
photodriven molecular motor. It is of interest to explore the
possible occurrence of ultrafast rotation upon photoionization
also in related systems. This is currently pursued by the authors.
Another interesting feature of this system is the hopping between
two conformers on the ionic surface. The hopping lifetimes
predicted by RRK differ significantly from the lifetimes
observed by Molecular Dynamics. In particular, the dependence
of the conformational transition rates on the excess energy from
the dynamics differs considerable from RRK. This is related to
the interesting issue of statistical behavior and intramolecular
vibrational energy redistribution. Some normal modes are found
to be weakly coupled here. Complete IVR does not take place
on the time scale of 10 ps. The system therefore shows strong
nonstatistical behavior. The occurrence of fast transitions
between conformers, to an extent invalidating RRK estimates
of the transition rates, may be of considerably interest for the
dynamics of biological molecules and their structural transitions,
a field which is receiving considerable attention at the present
time.

Although the mean fragmentation time for this system is
expected to be very long, and much beyond our simulation time
scale, the excess energy for some of the trajectories sampled
were large enough, to the point that fragmentation took place.
Statistics for the fragmentation events is insufficient, but
tentative evidence points to the rate computed from the dynamics
being considerably slower than the RRK rate. The topic of fast
fragmentation events within the ionization process seems to us
to merit considerable future attention.
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